This year, Judy Fiske Moak and Kevin Moak (pictured on page right, middle) made a transformative investment in the future of Doorways and our community: The Moak-Fiske Prevention Innovation and Investment Gift, designed to establish a Prevention Program at Doorways. This extraordinary $300,000 gift, which includes $50,000 in matching funds, is the first of its kind in Doorways' history. Judy and Kevin made this investment in honor of Kevin's mother, Evelyn Arnold Moak (whose portrait Kevin is holding), and her lifelong passion for helping the most vulnerable in the community.

"My mom had an amazing level of energy that she channeled into advocacy work related to early childhood education, adult mental health, and support for victims of domestic abuse and sexual assault," said Kevin. "We are thrilled to be able to honor her legacy by helping Doorways create and launch the Prevention Program which is a vital step toward lessening the incidence of violence in our community."
About the Prevention Program

The Moak-Fiske Prevention Innovation and Investment Gift will enable Doorways to create and launch a new Prevention Program. The program will educate youth to change social norms and conditions, creating healthier environments and relationships so that sexual and intimate partner violence are less likely to occur. Programming will be designed to shift young people's attitudes, behaviors, and the norms that support and perpetuate the root causes of violence. Curriculum topics will include healthy relationships, consent, communication, and gender stereotypes to help prevent sexual and domestic violence.

Join Doorways' Prevention Cohort

As longtime, dedicated supporters of Doorways and founding members of Doorways' Legacy Society, Judy and Kevin hope to inspire like commitment and investment from fellow philanthropists to sustain the Prevention Program in the long term.

"We encourage and welcome others to join us in ensuring the success of this important program," they said.

Would you like to join the Moaks in the Prevention cohort? Please contact Joy Myers, Doorways' Chief Development Officer, at 703-504-9290 or jmyers@doorwaysva.org.

Doorways thanks the Judy and Kevin for their game-changing support, and for their daring insight to invest in helping Doorways move upstream to prevent violence in our community.